“The Messiah of Jehovah” Code in The Aramaic Peshitta New Testament
Hebrew –English Interlinear
This long version has 88 letters and employs a passive infinitive verb form of “Reeb”(to contend) not used anywhere in Hebrew Scripture:
to be disputed of The God Son

byrthl lah

Nb

was spoken of by Me bloody a firebrand He proposed a riddle He was lofty He was poor His night of Jehovah The Messiah caused to feel city from one

ytmnn
with it

hb

Md

of vapor

da

dwa

dx

ag

sr

wlyl hwhy

xysmh smh rye dxm

& isle of vapor a companion of Jehovah from the isle you shall drive of The Stone & bitterness & religion & an index back I shall roam

yaw

da

tnb

hy

yam

Pdt

Nbah

rmw

tdw

wxw

wg dwra

This shorter version deletes “The Son of God” and has the shorter noun form of “Reeb” (Contention) and has 80 letters:
was spoken of by Me bloody a firebrand He proposed a riddle He was lofty He was poor His night of Jehovah The Messiah caused to feel city of one the contention

éúîðð
with it

äá

of vapor

ãà

Mã ãåà
& isle

éàå

ãç

aâ

ùø åìéì äåäé çéùîä ùîä øéò ãçî áéø

of vapor a companion of Jehovah from the region you shall drive of The Stone & bitterness & law & an index the interior I shall roam

ãà

úðë

äé

éàî

Pãú

Náàä

øîå úãå

åçå åâ ãåøà

[For The Son of God to be contended against], or [A contention] from one city caused The Messiah of
Jehovah to feel His night; He was poor, He was lofty; He proposed a riddle: “A firebrand of blood was
spoken of by Me. I shall roam the interior , & an index , law & the bitterness of ‘The Stone’ you shall drive
out from the region of Jehovah, a companion of the vapor & isle of vapor with it”.
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This code, like all the others I have found , seems to be poetic in form, therefore I display it in verse below:

The Night of The Messiah
City

from one

to be disputed

of The God

rye dxm byrthl lah
His night

of Jehovah

The Messiah

Son

Nb

caused to feel

wlyl hwhy xysmh smh
He proposed a riddle He was lofty He was poor

dx

ag

sr

was spoken of by Me bloody a firebrand

ytmnn

Md

dwa

of The Stone & bitterness & religion & an index back I shall roam

Nbah rmw
of Jehovah

hy

with it of mist

hb da

tdw

wxw wg dwra

from the isle

yam

& isle

yaw

you shall drive

Pdt

of mist a companion

da
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Longer version:
Skip

R Factor (in Matrix)

Start

70328

95.163

Acts Ch 19 V 21 Letter 22

98.882

End
Ephesians Ch 2 V 2 Letter 13

The ELS reference is 70328 characters between rows.
There are 1 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Acts Ch 19 V 21 Letter 22 and ends at Ephesians Ch 2 V 2 Letter 13.
The matrix spans 6118537 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 88 rows, is 1 columns wide and contains a total of 88 characters.
There is 1 significant term in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 1.45490828245436E95 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 95.163.
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Shorter Version:
Skip

R Factor (in Matrix)

70328

85.867

89.628

Start

End

2 Corinthians Ch 3 V 3 Letter 56 Ephesians Ch 2 V 2 Letter 13

The ELS reference is 70328 characters between rows.
There are 1 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at 2 Corinthians Ch 3 V 3 Letter 56 and ends at Ephesians Ch 2 V 2 Letter 13.
The matrix spans 5555913 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 80 rows, is 1 columns wide and contains a total of 80 characters.
There is 1 significant term in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 1 chance in 7.36278434219578 E 85 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 85.867.

The original search term was hwhy xysmh -“Ha Meshiach Yahweh” – “The Messiah of Yahweh” or
“The Messiah Yahweh”. It has a 52% chance of occurrence in The Peshitta at skips +-2- +-100,000 with search
wrap on.
This entire code is Hebrew and is found by skipping 70,328 letters at a time 79 times to find the 80 letter code. To
complete the search, it cycles through The Peshitta NT twelve times. If this Codefinder edition of The Peshitta
NT had one letter more or less ,the code would disappear ! The same is true generally for the other four long
codes I have found in The Peshitta.This is the fifth long code I have found in The Peshitta NT and the longest
one yet. Two are 61 letters, one is 41, and the Christmas code is 25 letters. There are undoubtedly more where
these came from. All of them are about The Messiah, all but one about His suffering and death.
The grammar is fairly straightforward and the message is in riddle form, even explaining itself to be a riddle. I
leave it to the reader to decipher the meaning.
The R Factor 85.867 is the Probability Exponent (1085 to 1) of the odds this string of letters is there by chance. The
exponent of the number of electrons in the universe is 81- (1081).
That gives an idea how great the odds are against this being a coincidence.
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I challenge anyone to find such a code in The Greek NT or any other version of The NT.

Son of man, put forth a riddle, and speak a parable unto the house of Israel.
Ezekiel 17:2
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